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ABSTRACT
Combining the multiple degrees of freedom of photons has become topical in quantum communication and infor-
mation processes. This provides advantages such as increasing the amount of information that is be packed into
a photon or probing the wave-particle nature of light through path-polarisation entanglement. Here we present
two experiments that show the advantages of using hybrid entanglement between orbital angular moment (OAM)
and polarisation. Firstly, we present results where high dimensional quantum key distribution is demonstrated
with spatial modes that have non-separable polarisation-OAM DOF called vector modes. Secondly, we show
that through OAM-polarisation entanglement, the traditional which-way experiment can be performed without
using the traditional physical path interference approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Entangled photons have become a ubiquitous source for quantum communication and information. Various
degrees of freedom (DoF) have been exploited in entangled systems, e.g., polarization,1,2, 3 time,4,5, 6 spatial
modes of orbital angular momentum7,8, 9, 10 and transverse linear momentum.11 However, combing multiple
DoF has shown significant promise. For example, the increasing requirements for transmitting large amounts of
information in quantum systems can be met by combining multiple DoF in so called hyper entangled systems.12
Interestingly, even the fundamental features of quantum systems have been exploited through hybrid entangled
quantum systems13 wherein two systems exhibit entanglement in differing DoF. For example, the polarization
of one photon can be manipulated to demonstrate the erasure of the path information of a distant photon.
Hybrid entanglement also manifests itself in single photon states; the DoF of the photons are non-separable
although non-locality does not hold. Interestingly, polarization and OAM DoF can exhibit this form of entangle-
ment in spatial modes called vector vortex modes (or vector modes). The contribution of high dimensional OAM
and qubit polarization DoF allows for larger alphabets to be exploited.14 They have featured in applications
ranging from quantum error correction schemes15 and high bandwidth classical optical communication.16 In
quantum cryptography, these hybrid photon states have only been exploited for their rotation invariance.17,18
Here we exploit hybrid entanglement to demonstrate the advantage of using quantum systems with combined
DoF. First, in Sec. 2.1 we present a quantum eraser scheme that does not involve physical path interference.
We achieve this by replacing the concept of paths with twisted photon states (OAM). Just as in the traditional
quantum eraser experiment, we show that the OAM information of a photon can be erased. Secondly, in Sec. 2.2,
we employ these non-separable quantum states, reminiscent of polarization-OAM hybrid entanglement (vector
modes),19,20to demonstrate a high dimensional quantum key distribution scheme.
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Figure 1. (a) Example of intensity profiles for ` = ±3 modes and their superposition. Experimental set-up used to
perform the OAM entanglement quantum eraser. (c) Experimental results for the spatial fringe visibility measurements.
The inserts depict the extreme cases; when there is OAM information (α◦ = 0) and once it is erased (α = 45◦) from the
system. The two cases are complimentary21
2. RESULTS
2.1 Quantum eraser using hybrid entanglement
A quantum eraser can be engineered from hybrid entanglement, enabling the information of quantum system
to be erased by exploiting the particle and wave nature of photons.13 For example, in the double slit quantum
eraser, the paths of a distant photon can be marked with the polarization of another. The state of the system
is given by
|Φ〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉 |a〉+ |V 〉 |b〉) , (1)
with |a〉 and |b〉 being the photon states upon traversing the independent paths a and b, and |H〉 and |V 〉
represent the horizontal and vertical polarization states that mark the two paths, respectively. Remarkably, the
path DoF can be treated as two level system on the Hilbert space which can be described equivalently for any
DoF. We demonstrate this with OAM.
OAM can be described on a 2 dimensional subspace H` = span{|`〉 , |−`〉} where ±` is the topological
charge with the sign determining the handedness of azimuthal phase rotations due to angular momentum22).
Remarkably, OAM eigenmodes have uniform azimuthal intensity pattern and their superpositions have azimuthal
spatial fringes (see Fig. 1(a)) for an example with ` = ±3).
To demonstrate a quantum eraser with OAM we used polarisation-OAM hybrid entanglement engineered
from spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) and geometric phase control.23
|ψ〉s,i =
1√
2
( |H〉s |`〉i + i |V 〉s |−`〉i ). (2)
Here Eq. (2) represents a system with the OAM abstract paths of the idler (i) photon marked with orthogonal
|H〉 and |V 〉 linear polarization states of the signal (s) photon. Significantly, Eq. (2) means that marking the
OAM modes (projecting the signal onto |H〉 or |V 〉) of the idler photon induces a uniform azimuthal intensity
pattern and erases the OAM information (projecting the signal onto 1√
2
(|H〉 ± |V 〉) causes the formation of
azimuthal spatial fringes due to a collapse into a superposition state of OAM ( 1√
2
(|`〉 ± |−`〉)).
Our experimental set-up is illustrated in 1(b). We produced OAM entangled photons and engineered an orbit
to spin conversion using a q-plate23,24 in the signal photon arm and used a quarter wave plate to convert from
circular to linear polarization. A polarizer oriented at α was inserted before the avalanche photon detector in
the idler arm and rotated from 0◦ to 45◦, acting to obtain and erase OAM information. A spatial light modular
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(SLM) encoded with a phase step was used to scan the spatial structure of the idler photon. The phase step
projects onto the state |θ〉 = 1√
2
(|`〉+ e2θ |−`〉). By rotating the hologram, we could scan the azimuthal spatial
distribution of the photons. This is a technique used in Bell-like inequality measurements.10 We present the
experimental visibility measurement results in Fig. 1(c).
At α = 45◦, i.e. selecting the |H〉 state, we measured spatial fringes with visibilities of V = 0.04± 0.01 in the
idler arm which indicates that the idler photon had a well defined OAM state, analogous to marking the physical
paths of a double slit and observing no interference fringes (particle-like behavior). For α = 45◦, corresponding
to projecting onto the state 1√
2
(|H〉+ |V 〉)we measured a fringe visibility of V = 0.92± 0.01, indicating that the
OAM information had been erased, reminiscent to erasing path information in the double slit experiment.25
2.2 Quantum communication with vector modes
Figure 2. (a)The intensity and polarization field profiles for the vector and scalar modes for |`| = 1. The inserts represent
azimuthal phase profiles. (b) Typical generation scheme for scalar and vector modes using a q-plate.
Here we demonstrate a high dimensional BB84 protocol with spatial modes that are coupled in polarization
and OAM DoFs. These spatial modes span the high dimensional Hilbert space formed by the tensor product
between the OAM (H` = span
({|`〉 , |`〉})) and polarization (Hσ = span({|R〉 , |L〉})) state spaces, i.e. Hσ,` =
Hσ ⊗ H`, called the higher order Poincaree´ sphere.14 As a result, a four dimensional basis can be constructed
from Hσ,`, i.e. {|`, L〉 , |−`, L〉 , |`, R〉 , |−`, R〉}. Using Hσ,`, we generate a four dimensional basis comprised of
superpositions of hybrid photon states called vector modes which we will use as our standard encoding basis:
|ψ00〉 = 1√
2
(|R〉 |`〉+ |L〉 |−`〉) (3)
|ψ00〉 = 1√
2
(|R〉 |`〉 − |L〉 |−`〉) (4)
|ψ10〉 = 1√
2
(|R〉 |−`〉+ |L〉 |`〉) (5)
|ψ11〉 = 1√
2
(|R〉 |−`〉 − |L〉 |`〉). (6)
The spatial modes described by |ψkj〉 exhibit polarisation-OAM coupling in a non-separable fashion, reminiscent
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of hybrid entanglement. We also selected a set of mutual unbiased of scalar modes,
|φ00〉 = |D〉 |`〉 (7)
|φ01〉 = |D〉 |−`〉 (8)
|φ10〉 = |A〉 |`〉 (9)
|φ11〉 = |A〉 |−`〉 , (10)
such that | 〈ψ|φ〉2 | = 14 . Our scalar modes have diagonal (|D〉) and anti-diagonal (|A〉) polarizations with OAM
modes with ±` (see Fig. 2 (c) for the intensity and field profiles). The vector modes (|ψkj〉) have spatially varying
polarizations due to their non-separability while, on the contrary, scalar modes (|φkj〉) have homogeneous states
of polarizations.
We used a attenuated laser source with a wavelength of λ = 633 nm and an average photon number of near
µ = 0.1 photons per pulse. We used q-plates to generate the spatial modes sets through geometric phase and
polarization control guided by the following rules polarization
|L〉 |`〉 q-plate−−−−→ |L〉 |`+ 2q〉 , (11)
|R〉 |`〉 q-plate−−−−→ |L〉 |`− 2q〉 . (12)
Here q is the topological charge of the q-plate where 0.5 was chosen. We generated the scalar modes by trans-
forming an input circularly polarized Gaussian mode with wave plates and q = 1/2 - plates. For example, we
generated the modes |φ00〉 by preparing a right circularly polarized Gaussian beam (|L, 0〉). Applying the q-
plate we obtained |L, 0〉 → |R, 1〉. The diagonal polarisation state is obtained through polarisation control using
wave plates. The preparation of vector modes requires the input polarization (at the q-plate) thus resulting in
non-separable superposition states of |ψ〉kj .
Figure 3. Detection scheme for sorting the (a) scalar and (b) vector mode sets. The scalar modes are first converted from
linear to circular polarization with quarter a quarter wave (QW) plate then subsequently resolved into arms a and b by
the polarization grating (PG) and mapped onto unique positions using OAM modes sorter elements MS1 and MS2. The
vector modes are mapped onto paths c and d after the 50/50 beam-splitter (BS) and then mapped onto unique positions
with the MS1 and MS2. (c) The measured probability scattering matrix obtained from preparing and measuring in the
` = ±1 subspace.
We detected the mode sets with a deterministic scheme that probes the Hσ,` subspace with unit probability.
Each mode was mapped onto a unique position using OAM mode sorters.26 The mode sorters are refractive
optical elements (MS1 and MS2) that map OAM to position after a Fourier lens.26,27,28,29 Noting each unique
position we assembled an array of single photon detectors. Our scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) for
the scalar and vector modes, respectively.
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The vector modes are mapped into ports a and b as following |φkj〉,
|φkj〉 → 1−e
iθkj
2 |`〉c + i 1+e
iθkj
2 |−`〉d , (13)
where eiθkj is the intra-modal phase30 that is resolved by the beam splitter. As a result each mode is detected
unambiguously on output positions, X` resulting from the mode sorter transformation following
X` =
λf`
d
. (14)
Here λ is the wavelength, f=1000 nm is the focal length of the Fourier lens and d is the length of the unwrapped
phase.
A detailed summary of the scalar and vector detection scheme can be found in ref.30 We measured the cross
talk (scattering) between each mode set and present the results in Fig. 3 (c) and measured a fidelity of F = 0.96
with a corresponding error rate of Q = 0.04. We measured the secure rate
R = log2(d) + 2F log2(F ) + 2(1− F ) log2
(
1− F
d− 1
)
, (15)
which was R = 1.39 bits per photon, well above the theoretical bound of R = 1 for the traditional implementation
of the BB84 protocol with polarization states. We point out that deterministic sorting of the spatial modes is
advantageous and outperforms sifting methods where each mode is detected probabilistically.30 Our scheme is
the first to exploit high dimensionality of spatial modes with hybrid entangled (non-separable) states in high
dimensions for quantum communication.
3. CONCLUSION
We have shown that hybrid entanglement can be exploited to realise new avenues of exploring the quantum
eraser experiment. Moreover, we have shown that we can exploit spatial modes of light with a classical analogue
of hybrid entanglement (vector modes) to demonstrate a high dimensional quantum key distribution protocol.
In addition we have recently exploited the quantum eraser scheme reported here with vector modes to
characterize channel perturbations in a fiber medium.31 This will become invaluable for applications in quantum
communication with hybrid entangled photon states and vector modes as an information basis.15,16,30,32,33
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